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ARM HOLDINGS: IP LICENSING TO INTERNET OF THINGS
Innovation is about encouragement, investment, and meeting the needs of the customer.
-Jamie Urquhart, Co-founder ARM Holdings

In the summer of 2016, Jamie Urquhart, co-founder of ARM Holdings plc (ARM) was enjoying
his breakfast in a tiny village on the outskirts of Cambridge, UK. As he waited for his piping hot
coffee to cool, the news on ARM caught his attention. ‘ARM shares have rallied 63% ahead of
Softbank takeover’ informed the report. Old recollections trickled through his mind –building
the ARM architecture over long days, reminiscences of business trips to Japan, and fascinating
memories of establishing a hugely successful company from scratch.
ARM had started its journey in 1990 with a team of 12 co-founders. Over the years, the company
had grown to become a leader in semiconductor Intellectual Property (IP) development. At the
heart of ARM’s offering was its microprocessor architecture and its IP licensing business model,
paired alongside strategic partnerships with semi-conductor and original equipment
manufacturing (OEM) firms. ARM had also developed an eco-system of partner organisations
which helped accelerate the adoption of its IP.
2016 had brought in a wave of changes for ARM. Just weeks after UK had voted to leave the
European Union, Softbank, a Japanese conglomerate had expressed its desire to acquire ARM.
Masayoshi Son, Chairman and Chief Executive of Softbank, had told reporters in London that
the deal would highlight his confidence in the British economy. He had made an offer of
US$31.69 billion to ARM, betting that the company would help Softbank become a leader in the
Internet of Things (IoT).1 At the time, ARM was UK’s largest technology firm, and Softbank’s
takeover of ARM would be the largest acquisition of a European technology business.
Urquhart wondered if Softbank’s acquisition of ARM would require a change in the
organisation’s existing business model, specifically in the face of the company’s newly found
focus on IoT. Before IoT, ARM’s market segments comprised mainly of mobile, home and
embedded applications. Venturing into IoT required a higher level of sophistication in IP
technology due to the extensive and varied range of applications involved, catering to a broad
base of products encompassing consumer, commercial, industrial and infrastructure spaces.
ARM’s success to date had come from the need to continually evolve its microprocessor design
offerings to higher levels of abstraction, pretty much in conjunction with Moore’s Law. 2
1

IOT was the network of physical devices, vehicles, home appliances, and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors
etc. which enabled everyday use consumer items to connect, collect and exchange data.
2
Moore's law was the observation that the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles about every two years. The
book was written by Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel Corporation and Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation.
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Moreover, ARM had as a rule of thumb, focused on its core competence and built a standard
around its processor architecture. However, the key to innovation in the IoT space was the ability
to experiment rapidly, adapt to the market and introduce products quickly, and evolve with the
market needs. Another practice in the IoT arena was to offer complete end-to-end solutions.
A separate issue was that the semiconductor industry was seeing a consolidation by
manufacturers. Urquhart contemplated: Would ARM’s acquisition prove to be a challenge or a
boon? Could the company’s business model adapt to the new challenges posed by the firm’s new
strategic focus on IoT? Could these challenges provide an opportunity for ARM to extend and
grow its licensing model?

The ARM of Acorn
The history of ARM went back several years before the formation of the company itself. The
first ARM processor was developed by Acorn Computers (Acorn) in the early 1980s. Acorn, the
organisation that gave birth to ARM, had a fascinating history as well (refer to Exhibit 1 for a
brief history of Acorn and birth of ARM).
In November 1990, ARM Ltd., a joint venture between Acorn, VLSI Technology Inc. and Apple
Inc. (Apple), was established.3 Apple paid US$1.91 million; Acorn matched it up with its IP for
an equivalent amount;4 VLSI invested US$318,000 and also acquired a back-to-back license on
ARM’s technology. VLSI was using Electronic Design Automation (EDA) technology to create
an integrated circuit (IC) by combining hundreds of thousands of transistors or devices into a
single chip.5 As part of the deal, VLSI granted a licence for its EDA tools to ARM, who in return
granted the company a license to its new developments. At the time of formation, ARM partners
had already shipped 130,000 chips, placing ARM amongst the leading RISC processors of the
world.
ARM was founded at Cambridge, UK, which had over the years gained the nickname of Silicon
Fen, due to the growth of a plethora of high-tech businesses in the area focusing on software,
electronics and other technology specialisations like biotech. Some of these companies had
sprouted from university projects and had connections with the University of Cambridge. The
so-called ‘Cambridge phenomenon’ had started to germinate after the inauguration of the
Cambridge Science Park in 1970, an initiative of Trinity College, Cambridge University.6

Start-up Strategy
To begin their journey, the founding members of ARM needed a leader capable of accelerating
growth with sales/commercial experience-- essentially someone who could head ARM in a costconscious way. In 1991, Sir Robin Saxby joined ARM as its CEO. Saxby had worked in senior
positions in Motorola and Henderson Security and European Silicon Structures before joining
ARM. Hermann Hauser – co-founder of Acorn, had noted,
Robin was just fantastic. He was very frugal. He had a very small team and basically two
customers, which were Acorn and Apple. …..There was a constant supply of chips, but it was
a small number, slightly over 100,000 a year. 7
3

VLSI Technology, Inc., a company that designed and manufactured custom and semi-custom integrated circuits (ICs) and was
based in Silicon Valley.
4
Apple Inc., an American multinational technology company headquartered in California was founded in 1976, with its first product
Apple 1 - a desktop computer.
5
Electronic Design Automation Group, VLSI-CAD, http://eda.polito.it/vlsi-cad/, accessed September 2018.
6
Ibid.
7
Gardner Hendrie, “Oral History of Hermann Hauser”, Computer History Museum, June 20, 2014, Cambridge, United Kingdom,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0sC3lT313Q, accessed September 2018.
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The founding team at ARM set out on an ambitious goal of producing 100 million chips by the
year 2000. At the start, their focus was on building processors for applications where ultra-lowpower consumption, high performance and low costs were the base criteria.
Lean and Mean
To survive as a separate entity, ARM needed to expand beyond producing processors for just two
firms. In December 1990, Urquhart and the other founders had conducted a SWOT analysis, led
by Saxby (even before he had formally joined the company), to figure out a good business model
to help ARM grow. There were several strategic options for the team to consider.
The first option was to manufacture chips and become a product company. The second was that
they could opt for providing consulting services and sell the design on a project basis. Third, they
could license the IP and have a steady flow of income from royalties in addition to a one-time
license fee. The fourth option was to combine the second and third option, i.e., license the patent
design and provide services to help integrate it in the final product, in addition to having a steady
flow of income from royalties, to promote multiple repeated partnerships. Urquhart described
their confusion at the time;
From time to time in our strategic reviews and discussion, we did toy with the idea of selling
chips, so IP licensing was not the only idea we considered for growing the business. The
world was changing with more and more vertical integration happening in IT, so essentially
there were a small number of companies who built the chips. We thought that we have this
technology and there must be a niche for it, and we must go with that.
For the first few months, Acorn had let us remain in a small part of its building. Acorn had
been keen for us to move to Cambridge in a glossy building which was expensive to rent.
However, Robin’s view was that we could move into something cheaper, so we found this
barn in Swaffham. We operated very frugally in the beginning; we were lean and mean.
Robin’s view was that we had to invest in future sales and build up our network, an approach
we referred to as ‘grow behind the revenue’.

IP Licensing emerged as the winning choice for the team at ARM.8 Essentially it was an evolution
of the approach that had started with licensing the rights to manufacture and supplying the
original chip made by Acorn to VLSI Technology. 9 Turning that choice into a tangible and
valuable reality, though was a different ballgame altogether. Urquhart explained,
What we chose to do was license members of the ARM architecture family, and licensees had
to conform to various restrictions to ensure that the OEM customers would have a consistent
user-experience when designing and utilising an embedded ARM processor. So licensees
were not allowed to modify the ARM instruction set or architecture.

Partnership Model
The ARM processor was licensed to semiconductor companies and OEMs for a license fee, and
then royalties were charged on the silicon production volume. This effectively incentivised ARM
to help its licensee partner get to high volume shipments as quickly as possible. The license fee
payments were made before the licensor got to sell the chips, with a third paid up front, a third

“ARM” is used to represent ARM Holdings plc; its operating company ARM Limited; and all its regional subsidiaries formed
over the years.
9
Licensing intellectual property involved the licensor granting the right to use the IP to the licensee. Typically, this was a long-term
business relationship between the licensor and licensee. The licensee pays for the right to use the IP, by way of either lump-sum or
instalment payments. A licensor has the flexibility to structure the license arrangement and any obligations alongside the process by
which the licensee pays for the License. Further restrictions could be placed so that IP could only be used for a particular class of
products or geographical location.
8
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on handover of the design database and a third when working ARM samples were manufactured
by the licensor. Elaborating on their motivation behind forming partnerships Urquhart mentioned,
We would sometimes refer to it as a shared destiny, and it reflected the importance of staying
close to the semiconductor partners. Another aspect of timescale to volume was that ARM
had taken the strategic decision to grow the business prudently and achieve profitability on
the license revenues alone and build its value accordingly in line with its ‘grow behind
revenue’ approach.

Led by Saxby, the small team at ARM focused on building strong partnerships. Soon, they roped
in UK-based semiconductor company, GEC Plessey Semiconductors (GPS) as a partner.10 By
1992, the framework for the ARM partner model had started to take shape. Referring to ARM’s
strategy in the early years, Urquhart explained,
The original strategic plan developed after the SWOT was to gain a semiconductor licensee
in the three major regions of the world – North America, Europe and the Far East. At that
time we already had an American licensor, VLSI Technology, so the next target was one in
Europe, followed by one in Japan.
Part of the strategy was based upon the fact that we wanted to ensure that an OEM would be
able to source ARM chips from more than one semiconductor company. The second part of
the equation was developing the right tools for OEMs to be able to develop software and for
them to have access to the right operating systems. OEMs would often use off-the-shelf realtime operating systems (RTOS) when developing embedded systems. These RTOS would need
porting onto the ARM architecture. So we focused some effort on working with
semiconductor partners, and some on working with OEMs in different market segments, to
determine what design tools/software they needed for their particular markets.

Some of the primary market segments initially targeted were mobile phones, personal and
portable computers, digital watches, embedded control used in consumer and automotive
electronics were (refer to Exhibit 2 for ARM Market segments).
ARM appointed a dedicated sales and technical marketing representative for each market
segment. Working closely with key partner OEMs and semiconductor companies helped ARM
resources gain broad technical experience in addition to sales knowledge. However, transferring
technology across different organisations positioned at various points along the value chain was
challenging. Developing a reusable IP was several times the cost of developing the same
functionality to be used as a one-off. The engineers at ARM worked closely with the various
technical teams in partner companies to ensure that their design was seamlessly incorporated in
the final product.
Core Competence
Urquhart and the rest of the team at ARM also concentrated on growing the company’s core
competence, which was the ability to create, own, market, and sell IP. The idea was to build a
long-term relationship with clients (both semiconductor partners and key OEMs in chosen market
segments) and make ARM the standard in the microprocessor industry.11 In March 1993, ARM
signed up its third partner - Japanese multinational Sharp. Sharp was in the lookout for a costeffective processor for its Nintendo gaming console, and ARM jumped in to grab the opportunity.

David Manners, “50 Years of the UK Semiconductor Industry”,, Electronics Weekly, 17 September 2010,
https://www.electronicsweekly.com/news/business/finance/50-years-of-the-uk-semiconductor-industry-2010-09/ , accessed
September 2018.
11
ARM, The ARM processor business model, ARM Info Center,
http://infocenter.arm.com/help/index.jsp?topic=/com.arm.doc.dht0001a/CHDFDACE.html, accessed September 2018.
10
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The licensing deal involved negotiations across three continents, and became a big win for the
ARM team.12
Customer-Centricity
Another key focus area for the team at ARM was customer-centricity. Talking about the
“customer is king” mentality, Urquhart commented, “Too often start-ups get so hung up on their
wonderful technology they forget that they have to understand the market and customers and
develop their product to meet the customers’ needs (at the right price).” He recollected the early
years at ARM, and their constant focus on the customer,
Once our VP of Engineering and co-founder of ARM, Tudor Brown, and I were travelling
back from meetings in Korea and wearing our ARM logo t-shirts. Of course, we were in the
cheap seats, and this was in the days when smoking was allowed in certain parts of the plane.
A Korean gentleman had been smoking in the back and was on his way to his business class
seat and noticed my t-shirt. It turned out he was a senior VP in Hyundai and had heard his
American team talking about ARM, and he wanted to know more. So Brown and I gave a
quick sales pitch. He invited us to visit him the next time we were in Korea – and two weeks
later we went back to meet with him and his Korean team – things moved much more quickly
after that in our dealings with Hyundai.

Geographic Expansion
In terms of geographic expansion, Japan in the Far-East was an obvious choice, as it had a
booming microprocessor and electronics industry. Urquhart explained the setup in the early days,
For legal help, we used Acorn’s General Counsellor; he helped us during weekends. For
financial control, we hired a Financial Controller; both of them worked part-time for us.
Minimising costs, we considered doing the same in Japan. We hired Takio Shirakawa to run
our Japanese operation. He had a desk in a PR company from where he worked for us; that
was part of the deal. We also had a one-man operation in the US – Tim O’Donnell, he started
as a consultant and worked for other companies as well. As ARM grew, he joined as a fulltime employee.
Robin had many contacts, and he reached out to them. As a team, we did everything to get
more clients, from cold calling to a lot of networking. We packed our business trips with
meetings as networking was an important aspect for growing the business. The original core
team was about 12 of us. We had known each other and worked with each other for almost
ten years, so there was also implicitly a high degree of trust between us.
If we had visitors who came to visit us in Cambridge; whether they were from America or
Japan, we would take them for lunch at the village pub which was a ten-minute walk from
our office. That created a very different mindset, and for our clients, they went to an
interesting small village and could see we were not wasting money. Later we made a rule
that each engineer should be visiting the customer at least twice a year so they could build
better connectivity between customers and actual designers and really understand the needs
of the customer.

The Breakthrough
In April 1993 Urquhart received a phone call from a person in Texas Instruments (TI), who was
keen on building a licensing relationship with ARM. Elaborating on how TI became a partner
with ARM, Urquhart said,
Daniel Nenni and Don Dingee, “Mobile Unleashed - The Origin and Evolution of ARM Processors In Our Devices”, SemiWiki
LLC, https://www.semiwiki.com/forum/content/6258-free-copy-mobile-unleashed-history-arm-e.html, December 2015, accessed
September 2018.
12
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We were initially worried as TI had a reputation for being quite a litigious company. It so
happened that one of their senior staff had attended a conference called the Microprocessor
Forum, in San Francisco, and had listened to a pitch by Mike Muller from our company.
Although it was ostensibly a technical pitch, it was our business model that intrigued their
attendee. They wanted to save themselves the cost of developing the processor and more
importantly focus on their digital signal processor (DSP) capability, which was their
differentiating expertise. That’s when TI got in touch with us because they concluded that
having a generally supported microprocessor was more effective than every single
semiconductor company using resources to develop a proprietary architecture. Moreover,
they also had come to the more important conclusion it was also more beneficial to the OEMs
– their customers.

ARM’s deal with TI (one of the world’s largest chipmakers in the world at the time) in May that
year drove the company to further formalise its licensing model. Urquhart recollected, “TI was
meticulous about contracts. One of the books we referred to in those days while working with TI
was ‘Only the paranoid survive’. Because we were paranoid, it took us three days and several
missed flights just to agree on our non-disclosure agreement (NDA) with TI.” ARM documented
every single deliverable in detail that it would be handing over to TI. The company already had a
test programme for licensing, which became more formalised and fixed at this stage. “Soon after
the TI deal, we started getting more deals. The phone never stopped ringing after that. Samsung
got in touch; LG got in touch. Our journey as a growing company became much more
straightforward after that”, recollected Urquhart.
TI partnered with ARM to provide Nokia, a processor for their upcoming GSM mobile phone.
However, Nokia had doubts; they were concerned about the ARM chip’s need for more system
memory to hold the software programs, which would impact the overall production costs of the
phone. ARM agreed to build a new chip in collaboration with TI for Nokia to assess. The
“knockback” development was named the Thumb architecture (refer to Exhibit 4 for Thumb
Architecture). The design allowed Nokia to reduce the memory footprint of its software
(therefore lowering the cost of its product). Nokia was impressed with the new Thumb-powered
ARM7, and ARM had another unmitigated supporter in its club. The first ARM-powered GSM
phone was the Nokia 6110, and it was a massive success.
TI was a happy partner as well. The Thumb solution had paved the way for a new product line
for TI: the multicore system-on-chip (SOC) technology. The ARM7 became the flagship mobile
design for ARM from 1994 onwards. Interestingly, Nokia had delayed the launch of the 6110, as
its existing phone models were doing well in the market at the time. 13 “The delay reminded us
of the uncertainty attached with royalty flow in license partnerships”, noted Urquhart.

Licensing Strategy
As part of its licensing strategy, ARM decided to license its core as is, and licensee companies
(semiconductor manufacturing companies) were not allowed to make changes to the architectural
design (the layout of the core could however be modified to port it to different manufacturing
processes). ARM required the licensees to perform a specific set of tests before they could sell
the chips and use them commercially. These aspects of the ARM licensing model were beneficial
from the revenue recognition perspective as well. Notably, the delivery and validation of the
design represented stages that matched with the accounting principles of revenue recognition.
“The standard architecture reduces the risk for OEMs when choosing the architecture and thus is
a benefit to the semiconductor partner as well”, added Urquhart.
By patenting its technology, ARM was able to grow its business focused on the IP Licensing
model. Although the RISC microprocessor technology had been around for some time and had
13

Ibid.
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been used by companies like IBM a long time before, there was as yet no pre-existing intellectual
property tied to the technology before ARM.
Licensing Terms
The initial processor licenses were offered with very limited modification rights; partly to ensure
that the ARM technology was the same across different semiconductor partners and partly
because supporting designs with more flexibility was significantly more expensive and the
company had limited resources. As ARM grew, it was able to offer a more expansive set of IP
rights and develop better ways of ensuring architectural compliance – however, such rights would
typically be offered to a smaller subset of preferred partners. As the company grew it began
developing IP products with different price points.
The initial licenses were carefully segmented into two main licensing terms. One was the Core
license (which licenses could use to create CPUs and SOCs), and the other was the Architectural
license (companies could also obtain an architectural license to design its CPU core using ARM’s
instruction sets).14 The caveat for the latter, though, was that developed cores would need to
comply with ARM’s architecture definition. Companies like Apple, Qualcomm, and Samsung
Electronics were some of ARM's partners who had chosen such a license. Licenses could be for
a single-use or multiple uses.
Eco-system
One limiting feature of the IP licensing business model was the time it took to generate revenue—
it could take years from the time a license was signed until the royalties started to kick in. But as
the ARM architecture became more and more widely licensed, ARM put a lot of effort into
building a partnership ecosystem of fabricators, OEM’s, circuit design tool producers and thirdparty suppliers of software libraries (for graphics, sensors, networking, etc.); so that anything that
an ARM licensee might need would be available from its ecosystem (refer to Exhibit 3 for ARM
Business model).

Scaling up
Branding
Some of the most significant problems that the ARM founding team faced in scaling the firm
were limited funds, the lack of brand recognition, and the lack of credibility conferred by
established partners. This meant that the team at ARM had to be more creative at work and well
versed with the market. Talking about branding, Urquhart explained,
In our early years, we wanted to put the ARM logo on all chips manufactured by VLSI and
subsequent semiconductor partners. However, we also wanted to get visibility for the
processor brand on products using the ARM processor. ARM asked Apple and Acorn to have
some ARM recognition on their products. Apple were willing but did not like the current
ARM logo and so paid half the amount for the design of a new logo - a demonstration of
ARM frugality and the great support ARM got from Apple; Acorn was less keen but agreed
that we could have tie-on tags on its products as long as we paid for them. Apple printed the
ARM logo on the back of its Newton product.
Fretting about a logo on a microprocessor chip buried within a product might sound weird;
the consumer typically does not rip open a computer or mobile phone to see the logo.
However, it was proof that ARM was in the product. So, the early branding worked well in
14

CPU- Central Processing Unit
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demonstrating ARM’s credibility because we could openly talk about ARM’s widening range
of design wins as it was getting into more and more products.

Licensees were required to have ARM branding on chips and reference ARM copyrighted
materials such as data books or software development tools. In addition, the company also
mandated that ARM and the licensee would put out a mutually-agreed press release announcing
the license agreement. Some pushed back, but ARM’s argument was that ‘secrets leak after a
time and it was better to manage announcements rather than let them leak’ explained Urquhart.
This helped ARM build credibility and awareness. ARM also tried to popularise the design wins
of its partners and endeavoured to have them on its website as much as possible. This further
helped the company to build credibility.
More Market Segments
In October 1993, ARM partnered with 3DO and built the ARM60 processor, which was
specifically designed for the gaming market segment as a control processor. 3DO was an
innovative start-up and wanted to break into the games market. Companies like 3DO who wanted
to differentiate themselves through their design now had a cheaper alternative to compete with
larger players, which was to collaborate with ARM technologists and work with ARM’s
semiconductor partner to create customised chips needed for their unique device.15
Making ARM the Standard
Whenever a license was granted, the team at ARM tried to build a reciprocal relationship with
the licensee. This helped them gain insights into the licensee’s process technology and access to
new knowledge about emerging applications. It also helped the ARM team design processor subsystems that best fit their partners’ future technologies and application needs. The more endapplications that could be serviced by an ARM-powered chip, the more both ARM and its
partners could benefit. The added advantage was that this also expanded the market opportunity
for ARM’s growing eco-system, creating a virtuous circle.16
ARM also focussed on building strong relationships with key OEMs who were leaders in their
respective markets. Other than OEMs and semiconductor partners, ARM also built partnerships
with other third parties; firms developing operating systems (O/S) were one such sector.
The processor market was segmented based on application areas, level of processing power, and
the specific requirement of the actual chips designed and developed by semiconductor companies.
To become the standard of the processor industry, ARM’s model had enabled customers to
modularise the system design, as its flexible architecture allowed clients to make elements of its
processor design reusable and adaptable.

Expansion and Growth
As ARM started growing its business, it also started scaling its operations to grow the company.
Urquhart elaborated,
In 1995 we had around 110 people. By ’97, we had grown to over 220. By that point, we had
business units focusing on different commercial aspects such as licensing, support,
consulting. We tried to scale in a way that the formal side of management could support the
15

Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) was an integrated circuit developed for a particular use, as opposed to a generalpurpose device.
16
Davis Lee, Licensing Strategies of the New “Intellectual Property Vendors”, California Management Review, 50(2), pp. 6–30,
2008, https://doi.org/10.2307/41166433, accessed February 2019.
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business and avoided creating bureaucracy. The business of attracting and choosing the right
people was key. Too often companies grow quickly by forgetting the importance of culture,
skills and motivation. Opening the recruitment tap too quickly can quickly get out of hand,
leading to what is euphemistically called RIFing (Reduction in Force).

More offerings and new markets
To grow its market, ARM broadened its portfolio of microprocessors into three families which
were virtually able to cover the entire market for embedded applications.17 As ARM grew, it was
able to develop more specialised families (and family members) to better meet the
requirements/needs of specific markets. These had different price points and depended upon the
scale of the semiconductor company and their markets. 18 The modularity of the ARM
architecture permitted the setup of different client-packages with necessary modules being turned
into specific contracts and deliverables.19 Urquhart explained,
The needs of the licensees varied considerably. Those who were not so familiar with certain
microcontrollers and microprocessors would say ‘tell us what you've got, and help us to
decide what we need, and then hold our hands through the process’. On the other hand, we
also had very experienced manufacturers, who had designed processors and controllers in
the past, and they would define precisely what they needed. We had to be receptive, adaptable
and flexible to the different requirements and specifications.20

By 1997 ARM reached third place globally in embedded RISC processor unit shipments and had
eight licensees. The company’s partners had shipped 9.8 million chips for the year, but ARM was
poised for far more. Variety was also on the rise for ARM and its customers with an increasing
mix of processor cores, SOC designs, and fabrication processes. The next phase of ARM’s
growth meant expanding efforts to adapt and verify more of its IP in less time. Its investors were
equally interested in crystallising the value of the company.21
With a growing portfolio of IP, the ARM business model had started to evolve from a generic
ARM license to a specific core, or a modified version of the instruction set. As ARM’s ecosystem
of partners grew as a result of its ingenious IP licensing model, the microprocessor industry
experienced a trend towards the vertical disintegration of the value chain with more and more
companies focusing on building core competencies and several firms collaborating in the SOC
model. The previous vertically integrated setup (as in case of manufacturers like Intel who
performed all tasks from chip design to manufacturing) became unnecessary.
Going Public
By 1998, there was growing interest from Acorn and Apple to get a potential return on their
investments in ARM. ARM had also granted share options to its employees – which were of
limited value in a private company, and so they too were interested in it going public. Moreover,
some of ARM’s partners were worried about ARM’s future and what might happen if the
company was to be bought by a competitor. So going public was a way to build upon the
independence of ARM and ease the concerns of its partners. In April 1998, ARM placed an initial
public offering (IPO) with its shares, divided across the London Stock Exchange and NASDAQ.
Simone Ferriani, Elizabeth Garnsey, Gianni Lorenzoni, and Lorenzo Massa, “The Intellectual Property
Business Model, Lessons from ARM Plc.”, Centre for Technology Management, University of Cambridge, June 2015,
https://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/uploads/Research/CTM/working_paper/2015-02-Ferriani-Garnsey-Lorenzoni-Massa.pdf,
accessed September 2018.
18
Ibid.
19
Simone Ferriani, Elizabeth Garnsey, Gianni Lorenzoni, Lorenzo Massa, The Intellectual Property Business Model (IP-BM) Lessons from ARM Plc., Working paper, University of Cambridge,
https://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/research/ctm/ctmpublications/ctmworkingpapers/the-intellectual-property-business-model-ip-bmlessons-from-arm-plc/ , accessed February 2019.
20
Ibid.
21
Ibid.
17
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After going public, ARM’s stock price started to soar, and ARM turned into a billion-dollar
company in a matter of months. Urquhart recollected,
As our partners’ strategic dependence had grown with us, they were also concerned about
the future development of the ARM processor families and so an IPO helped to assure them
of ARM’s long-term future. Rather than being a sudden decision, the IPO was in fact a
gradual decision for the company. Before the IPO, various Investment Banks would invite us
to their conferences as part of their process of finding companies to take public.

Shipments of ARM processors in 1998 had risen to 51 million units helping the company’s shares
skyrocket. Apple, ARM’s primary investor, was facing financial turmoil at the time and started
to slowly relinquish its share in ARM, which had multiplied several hundred times in value since
its inception (Apple’s investment in ARM had resulted in a gain of over US$800 million).22
Acquisitions
Technological progress in hardware had left ARM needing more software resources.
Acquisitions proved to be an effective way for ARM to expand its solution offerings without
having to invest in building large R&D units from scratch. It also helped the company look for
higher growth without taking too many risks or compromising its core competence (refer to
Exhibit 6 for the list of ARM acquisitions). Between 1999 and 2015, ARM went on to acquire
21 companies as it steadily grew its global footprint.

Making Innovation a Constant
The year 2000 was the year of the dot-com crash that created a substantial negative impact on
technology businesses across the globe. However, the sails of steady innovation and growth kept
ARM surging forward. The improved processors kept coming, and so did the license partners.
The ARM9 (which was essentially the new ARM7) evolved into the ARM9E followed by the
ARM10. Some of these were not replacements but rather different price point models. The
ARM11 technology, introduced in 2002, really broke new ground regarding low power and highperformance processing.
Meanwhile, Apple continued to support ARM even after relinquishing all its stake in the
company. Through the gradual development of its expertise and global reach, ARM ensured that
it became the preferred supplier of microprocessor design for Apple’s iPhone and iPad, furthering
the achievement of ARM’s plans to reach millions of customers of new generation smartphones.
Over time, ARM was designed into more and more SOCs, especially in the explosively growing
mobile phone market where ARM had gradually become the de-facto standard. Urquhart
explained,
Although ARM started as a small company, it is important to note that ARM’s investment in
R&D for its processor architecture focusses on just that, its processors. It is not diluted by
having to develop manufacturing techniques or packaging techniques. Consequently, it is
difficult for companies to beat them. However, the rise of open-source processors is an area
that ARM will have to be mindful of.

In 2000, ARM also introduced the ARM Foundry Program, established to provide access to ARM
technology to numerous ‘young’ fabless semiconductor companies and start-ups. The foundry
programme provided ARM licenses to these companies at a reduced rate (with higher royalty
rates).
22

Larry Tesler, Public CV, http://www.nomodes.com/Tesler_CV_Public.pdf, accessed September 2018.
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The focus of ARM’s business model was to create products that were well-suited for many
partners to use in a diverse range of markets. In this way, ARM achieved a high “hit rate” of
successful products. By listening to many parts of the ARM network, such as semiconductor
partners, OEMs, and conducting in-house research and university research, ARM was able to
create a pipeline of genuinely innovative and leading products. By 2009, ARM had grown to
about 1700 employees.23 Nearly two-thirds of ARM’s employees were engineers, specifying and
inventing new technology to be licensed. ARM’s non-engineering employees focused on the
deployment of this technology (i.e., marketing and sales) and continued to maintain the essential
relationships with partners.
ARM also focused on building a rich portfolio of patents that kept growing as it developed new
technology each year. These patents were useful in defending ARM technology and also acted
as potential currency in cross-licensing agreements with other major technology developers.
From time to time, ARM also entered into patent agreements with third parties.
Building a steady flow of innovation that allowed ARM chip designs to be embedded into more
and more end-products helped catapult the company to success (refer to Exhibit 5 for ARM’s
revenue growth). Urquhart added, ‘the organisation culture was also key; it was one of learning
and positive encouragement leading to more innovation’.24

The Internet of Things (IoT)
By 2011, ARM was able to capture a 90% share in the mobile market and showed no signs of
slowing down. The companies that used ARM technology in their chips had also started to use
ARM processors in chips for their other markets. That led ARM to invest both in new technology
that could be used in powerful applications, and also applications that needed much smaller
processors, such as the tiny microcontrollers that could enable IoT.25
The IoT was a potentially huge market consisting of billions of sensors and devices all connected
together across various industries. In a Gartner report, it was predicted that 20 billion IoT devices
would be in use by 2020. 26 However, it was also reported that the IoT industry was highly
fragmented with a large number of small startups in the market.27 In 2012, ARM started focusing
in the IoT arena; the result was that ARM technology started to be broadly adopted across many
devices from sensors to smartphones and servers.28
By 2015, ARM’s strategic focus had shifted, and ARM started to sign new processor licenses in
the IoT space, hoping to underpin royalty revenues for years to come. It accelerated its investment
into developing technologies for IoT, networking infrastructure and servers. ARM’s new focus
had attracted the attention of Softbank.
In 2015, ARM acquired WiCentric Inc., Sunrise Micro Devices Inc. and Discretix, Inc., as part
Jon Fortt, “Giving Intel and AMD a Run for Their Money”, CNN Money, January 5, 2009,
https://money.cnn.com/2009/01/05/technology/techdaily_arm.fortune/index.htm?postversion=2009010512 , accessed February
2019.
24
“Digital Signal Processing Made Easy by ARM Architecture”, University of Maryland,
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~meesh/cmsc411/website/proj01/arm/dsp.html, accessed February 2019.
25
ARM Holdings Ltd., Annual Report 2012, financialreports.arm.com, accessed September 2018.
26
David Curry, “ARM: One Trillion IoT Devices by 2035-$5 Trillion in Market Value”, Readwrite, 26 July 2017,
https://readwrite.com/2017/07/26/arm-iot-2035-dl1/, accessed November 2018.
27
Internet
of
Things
(IoT)
Markets: A
Global Outlook,
Research and
Markets, April 2019,
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/4768775/internet-of-things-iot-markets-a-globaloutlook?utm_source=CI&utm_medium=PressRelease&utm_code=hwhdl2&utm_campaign=1248213++Global+Internet+of+Things+(IoT)+Markets+Outlook+to+2023%3a+Highly+Fragmented+with+a+Large+Number+of+Small+Sta
rtups+Entering+the+Market&utm_exec=chdo54prd , accessed February 2019.
28
Trefis Team, “Can Intel Challenge ARM's Mobile Dominance?” Nov 9, 2012, Forbes,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2012/11/09/can-intel-challenge-arms-mobile-dominance/#57f256535079 , accessed
September 2018.
23
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of its new strategy to enable the company to expand its portfolio of products for the IoT. The
company also acquired the business of Carbon Design Systems, Inc., which provided tools that
ARM’s semiconductor partners could use to design highly complex chips efficiently.29
The chips that were being deployed into IoT devices were mainly microcontrollers and wireless
connectivity chips. ARM processors started being widely adopted as the architecture for many
of the chips being deployed to create IoT. One aspect of IoT was the need for proper security that
required performance and knowledge and happened to be something that ARM had invested in
over many years. However, unlike mobile OEMs, which were typically large players, IoT endnode application providers were mostly smaller companies.30
Urquhart believed that as long as ARM’s knowledge base and expertise evolved to provide
turnkey IoT solutions, it could invariably create value. However, ARM’s success to date had
come from the need to design electronic products at higher and higher levels of abstraction.
OEM’s were driven to outsource larger parts of the building blocks of their products, which
continued to increase in complexity. Moore's prediction of the doubling every two years in the
number of components per integrated circuit (IC) had proved accurate for several decades and
had been used in the semiconductor industry to guide long-term planning and setting targets for
future R&D. Would ARM continue on the path of Moore’s law?
Given the fact that Softbank was an investment-focused company, could it be instrumental in
helping ARM develop and extend its business model further? Would ARM need to reinvent itself
to align with its new strategic focus? Would ARM’s existing business model work in the IoT
space?

29

ARM, We Shape the Connected World, ARM Holdings plc, Annual Report 2015: Strategic Report,
https://www.arm.com/company/investors/legacy-financials , accessed September 2018.
30
ARM, A subsidiary of Softbank, Q2 2016 Roadshow slides,
file:///C:/Users/lipikab/Downloads/ARM_2016_Q2_Roadshow_Slides_Final.pdf, accessed September 2018.
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EXHIBIT 1: A BRIEF HISTORY OF ACORN AND BIRTH OF ARM

Acorn Computers was established in the year 1978, by Herman Hauser, a PhD graduate from the University
of Cambridge, and Chris Curry, an engineer working at Sinclair Radionics. In a social gathering, the two
founders had discussed starting a company and chipped in “50 quid and a 100 quid” and so was born the
Cambridge Processing Unit, later renamed Acorn Computers. 31 Acorn kick-started its business in UK,
primarily targeting the educational computer market in the region.32
In 1978 and 1979, two university graduates, Sophie Wilson and Steve Furber from the University of
Cambridge, joined Acorn, and went on to create a chip that would eventually become the world’s leading
processor. The first Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) processor built by Acorn was named the
Acorn RISC Machine (ARM). RISC processing was an American invention, and the approach was adapted
by Acorn to build processors that could perform at a higher speed for their computers and still offer the right
level of cost.33 ARM was developed by Acorn for its newer generation of computers.
The ARM processor, ARM1 (originally called ARM and then later known as ARM1 after later versions of
ARM processors were developed) was released in 1985. It was fabricated by VLSI Technology Inc., a
developer of chips that acted as a foundry (manufacturer) for custom-designed chips.34 .
In 1976, in United States (US), another company, Apple Computers (Apple) that would eventually play a
significant part in the formation of ARM was born. Apple was founded by college dropouts Steve Jobs and
Steve Wozniak with a vision of changing the way people viewed computers.35
In the late 1980’s Acorn launched its Archimedes series of computers which used the ARM instruction set.
But by that time, Acorn had started facing financial difficulties. Olivetti, the leading PC Company in Europe
at the time, came to Acorn’s rescue and acquired the company. Hauser was appointed as the Vice President
of Research at Olivetti.
In 1986, Acorn was acquired by European conglomerate Olivetti, and discussions of forming ARM as a
separate entity started to formulate soon. As a branch of an international organisation (Olivetti), Acorn had
shifted its strategy and focus from new developments to well-proven technology. This new focus could not
justify the cost of developing the company’s own custom integrated circuits, and hence there were
discussions of spinning out the microprocessor unit of the organisation as a new company.36
In 1990, Hauser and Elserino Piol, the then Chairman of Acorn, approached several big European
companies and tried to persuade them to adopt ARM technology, but to no avail. Hauser then met Larry
Tesler from Apple Inc. (Apple) who agreed to invest in ARM in exchange for a 30% interest in the company.
Apple wanted the ARM processor for its project Newton (a personal digital assistant (PDA)) as it was low
cost and of faster speed.37 With VLSI roped in as the third stakeholder, ARM was formed as a separate
company in 1990.

31

Quid is informally used to refer to a British Pound.
Gardner Hendrie, “Oral History of Hermann Hauser”, Computer History Museum, June 20, 2014, Cambridge, United Kingdom,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0sC3lT313Q, accessed September 2018.
33
RISC Architecture, Stanford University Project, 2000,
https://cs.stanford.edu/people/eroberts/courses/soco/projects/risc/whatis/index.html, accessed September 2018.
34
Electronic Design Automation Group, VLSI-CAD, http://eda.polito.it/vlsi-cad/, accessed September 2018.
35
Nik Rawlinson, “History of Apple: The Story of Steve Jobs and the Company He Founded”, 25 Apr 2017,
https://www.macworld.co.uk/feature/apple/history-of-apple-steve-jobs-mac-3606104/ , accessed February 2019.
36
Elizabeth Garnsey, Gianni Lorenzoni, Simone Ferriani, Speciation through Entrepreneurial Spin-Off: The Acorn-ARM Story”,
March 2008, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.11.006, accessed September 2018.
37
Jonathan Weber, “Apple to Join Acorn, VLSI in Chip-Making Venture”, Los Angeles Times, November 28, 1990,
http://articles.latimes.com/1990-11-28/business/fi-4993_1_arm-chips, accessed September 2018.
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EXHIBIT 2: ARM – MARKET SEGMENTS

Source: ARM, Files, ARM Architecture, https://www.arm.com/files/pdf/ARM_Arch_A8.pdf , accessed
February 2019.

EXHIBIT 3: THUMB ARCHITECTURE

The Thumb architecture created by ARM was a custom 16-bit instruction set. The creative architectural
solution was an extension of its existing architecture with additional flexibility. A pre-processor unit was
added to the pipeline which was capable of decoding either the new set of simplified 16-bit instructions
or the existing set of full 32-bit ARM instructions. The new 16-bit instruction code-named Thumb could
map onto existing 32-bit counterparts during execution, leaving the rest of the processing pipeline intact.
The code of the Thumb instruction set was only 65% the size of the 32-bit ARM code, although
depending upon the code there was a performance penalty. The two instruction sets were available on
a per-routine basis, and designers had the flexibility to opt for either performance or code density
depending on their needs. It was an example of Moore’s Law in action, although it added some
complexity to the design that was more than compensated for by the improvements in processing
technology.

Source: Thumb Instruction set, Arm Info Centre,
http://infocenter.arm.com/help/index.jsp?topic=/com.arm.doc.ddi0210c/CACBCAAE.html , accessed
February 2019.
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EXHIBIT 4: ARM BUSINESS MODEL

Source: ARM Strategy Report 2014, ARM, https://www.arm.com/company/investors/-/media/armcom/company/Legacy%20Financial%20PDFs/ARM_AR14_Strategic%20Report%20Final.pdf?la=en,
accessed February 2019.

EXHIBIT 5: ARM’S REVENUE GROWTH

Source:
ARM,
Media,
Roadshow
Slides,
https://www.arm.com/company/-/media/armcom/company/Investors/Quarterly%20Results%20-%20PDFs/Arm_SB_Q1_2017_Roadshow_Slides_Final.pd
f, accessed February 2019.
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EXHIBIT 6: ACQUISITIONS BY ARM

1999

ARM Acquisitions
Company (area of expertise)
Micrologic Solutions (graphical design for automotive, industrial and home appliances
graphical solutions)

2000

Allant Software (debugging software)
Infinite Designs (signal processing, wireless and multimedia applications)
EuroMIPS (smart card design house)

2001

the engineering team of Noral Micrologics (debug hardware and software company)

2003

Adelante Technologies (OptimoDE data engines - a form of lightweight DSP engine)

2004

Axys Design Automation (ESL design tool)
Artisan Components (Physical IP -standard cell libraries, memory compilers,
components for ICs)

2005

KEIL Software (software development tools for the microcontroller (MCU) market)
the engineering team of PowerEscape

2006

Falanx, now called Arm Norway (3D graphics accelerator)
SOISIC, (silicon-on-insulator physical IP)

2011

Obsidian Software (processor verification products)
Prolific (automated layout optimisation software tools)
and the Prolific team joined the Arm physical IP team

Year

Source: Authors own - sourced from Company website
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